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Back when their relationship was still new and a little unstable, Rock and Rig knew how to tie it up and fight
hard. When an out of control argument leaves Rock living on base for a while, it takes some well-meaning
friends to get the two of them back together.

Rig and Rock may be stubborn and hot-tempered, but they know what they have is worth the trouble. Can
they find a way to work out their demons in a more constructive way than fighting? Rock thinks he has an
answer that will work for both of them in this Jarheads story.
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From Reader Review Blue, A Jarheads Story for online ebook

Sue bowdley says

I loved this...I knew Rock couldn't stay away from his Rig x

CB says

I adore Sean Michael and the Jarheads. these stories are filled, just filled, with sex, sex and then more sex.
Sean Michael knows how to keep it interesting though and writes about some unique and wonderful
characters with truly entertaining stories, woven amongst all the sex!

Tetkaripli says

Read from June 5 to 6, 2013
Re-read October 28, 2018

4 stars

Trio says

they fight and make up... cute little story to follow Jar Heads 1

Sophia says

This was an amusing short about a lover's spat that neither party quite knew how to reconcile, but by
coincidence or design they are brought face to face and given a chance to make all better.
Fortunately, Rock and Rig realize what they have been missing and swallow their pride coming up with an
amusing solution so the problem never happens again.
There's plenty of what they do best- sex, sex, sex to right things in their world.

This was a short story so the plot was fairly simple and straight forward. The characters were well written
with their amusing dialogue (or lack there of) that is succinct and to the point. I'm amused by both their
personalities each time I read an installment from this series.

Still laughing over their solution to fighting and attempts to walk out! Anyone want to guess what it is? ;D



Kassa says

Fans of the Jarheads series will clamor for this recent new extended sip featuring favorites Rock and Rig.
Although technically the story involves a fight between the two, this is a pure, unadulterated and unashamed
porn without plot story. There are two very brief scenes at the beginning setting up the beach party that both
Rig and Rock will happen to be at, and once the two see each other again, it’s off to have sex the rest of the
story.

As this is yet another book in the vast sea of Jarheads stories, sips, novellas, and so on it’s not to be read on
its own. It certainly can be read that way but without the added pseudo depth of other stories, these scenes of
sex, sex, and more sex with unfamiliar characters may not delight and please like it will for diehard fans. In
this story, Rock and Rig have nothing new to add to either their characters, relationship, or the vast amounts
of sex they indulge in, but fans always love a revisit to the antics these boys get up to and this should be no
different.

The writing is basic and mostly dialogue in between the numerous sex scenes. The two men get together at
the beach party, not bothering to talk about the fight they had or what they’ve been up to in the past three
weeks ~ instead they just hop into bed and all is well again. Rock and Rig must now reaffirm their
relationship through a lot of sex and hasten to do so repeatedly. Fans of the author know of his/her love of
the word “fuck” and it appears in this very short novella 232 times. Just a fun fact in between the sex scenes.

Although this adds nothing to the Jarheads vast universe of stories, fans will likely want to read about the sex
escapades of their favorite Jarhead and Redneck. If you choose to skip this offering, you won’t be lost and
can easily pick up the next sex filled short story in the series.

JenMcJ says

While I fully expect any and all Jarheads short stories to be mostly and mainly a fluffy sex romp with no plot
(well, actually the plot is them having sex in every conceivable way usually)...this one, with the blurb about a
fight disappointed me.

I was expecting that this would be more of character study than it turned out to be. I thought we would see
just what these two men would fight about that could separate them for any amount of time. That really
didn't happen. It was mostly about their actions in the time after the fight while they are apart and the make
up sex afterward.

Still fun to read but could have been so much more with a little effort.

Mrsgeo says

Started out well. I thought we would really have a story at last. But no. As soon as the sex started it kept on
going and going. Right to the end. There really is too much of a good thing.




